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Note From The Publisher
Need some help understanding how to use Evernote in your business? Here's a quick run down of 
a list of notes I would create inside a notebook for a special project like creating a new product 
such as an ebook.

To give you a much clearer understanding, I'd recommend you start with the overview video which 
can be found on our video tutorials page. If it is not the featured video, look in the archives. While 
you're there, be sure to sign up for more useful tech updates to help you run your business.

Notes That You Can (And Should) Add To Your New Product's Notebook
This list is written in no particular order of importance. If you want to order their importance, you 
could use a numerical system in your note titles when creating your notes so you can sort them by 
importance.

1. People whom I could invite to review, talk to about working together or hire. If you scan 
and store your business cards inside Evernote, you can simply drag and drop them into 
this notebook and you'll have the person's information on hand.

2. Create a master outline of all the tasks that need to be done

3. Chapter list or overview if you're writing a book. If you're creating a video product series 
perhaps a list of videos and topics you'd cover in each of them.

4. PDF's of competitor's books if available.

5. Clips of book covers, DVD templates, cover graphics that you like.

6. Links to sites and competitors you'd like to mimic / follow. You can also capture 
snapshots and add notes about what elements you like or don't like. This can later be 
shared with your graphic artist or web designer.

7. A list of sites you can approach for guest posting or interviews during and after launch.

8. An free reprint articles idea list and also place to write the article

9. List of emails to affiliates and also space to write out those emails under the list.

10. List of emails to subscribers and customers with space to write out those emails under 
the list.

11. List of squeeze pages and what you'd offer for each of them.

12. Interview questions you can suggest to people who might want to interview you
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13. List of software or theme that needs be purchased for this project

14. Receipts of software or themes that were purchased for this project

15. Rough budget sketch – it is better to use a spreadsheet or your favorite financial tool to 
track actual project expenditure. However, a rough outline while you're brainstorming 
can help you get started.

16. Any thoughts, ideas, photos that might be relevant or trigger further ideas.

17. Button graphics for ads

18. Competitor's graphic ads

19. Text ads for affiliates

20. Competitor ads on PPC, Ad words, FB ads or any other ads – you can clip them if they 
aren't all text – usually prefer to clip ads because you can see the exact layout.

21. Competitor's process. Example, if I see a competitor's ads on Facebook. I'd clip the ad, 
then the next page you land on after clicking the ad. Then subscribe/do whatever action 
there is, clip the next screen you see and keep clipping until the end. This way I can 
always go back to review the steps they used and see what information they put on 
their pages.

22. Checklists. If you have built a collection of checklists how to do certain things that you 
may need done for this project, you can drag / drop them into this notebook or begin 
building them in this notebook. This can later be used to remind you of the steps you 
need to take or shared with an assistant to keep training time short.

23. Codes that you may need throughout the project like your order buttons, coupon codes 
etc.

24. URLs to key pages in your launch process. e.g. WordPress admin, Webinar room access, 
squeeze pages with different offers

25. Logins to different systems e.g. WordPress, Webinar room, hosting etc. that may be 
required for a project.

26. A list of learning resources where you learned something you'd like to implement in this 
project.

27. Keywords related to the product
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You May Also Enjoy These Free Resources...

180 Free Tools You Can Use To 
Build Your Business

This free report will point you to 180 different 
tech tools you can use to help you run, 
manage and market your business and 
more. Tools range from web conferencing, 
project management, screen capture, 
shopping carts, note taking apps,  PDF, 
Invoicing and more...

Download Now

Free Web Tech Training

Learn how to manage the back end of your 
blog, add a paid member's only area, receive 
tried and tested code snippets, mini-tutorials, 
practical instruction, get tips and creative 
ideas for using your new skills to sell to 
clients or use in your own business, related 
news and more...

Download Now

Success Mindset

Mind over matter, You are what you think. 
These are old sayings have been passed on 
over the years because it is true. What you 
think is more important to your success than 
you imagine. That's why it is so important 
keep our thoughts in check. Learn how to 
plan for success and keep a positive 
mindset...

Download Now

Find Out What Your Readers Want

Don't guess and stress out what to blog 
about. Ask your readers. Use this free tool to 
poll your readers, get feedback on what 
topics they'd like you to cover, what they like 
or don't like about your blog. Extremely easy, 
we use it all the time ourselves... 

Download Now
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